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REDINGTON APPOINTS KEY HIRE TO ALM & INVESTMENT STRATEGY TEAM
London, 30 May 2012 - Redington appoints key hire to ALM & Investment Strategy team.
Dan Mikulskis will join as a Director in the ALM & Investment Strategy team. Together with Steven
Yang Yu, Dan will be jointly responsible for the day-to-day running of the team, reporting into
Managing Director and Head of ALM & Investment Strategy, Philip Rose.
Dan started his career as an Investment Consultant at Mercer, developing and delivering ALM tools
and conducting research into structured products. Most recently, Dan worked at Deutsche Bank
(Sydney) in their Cross Asset Trading Group where he focused on their volatility trading business and
in-house systems development. He joined this team from Global Trading Strategies where he was part
of the volatility trading business. Prior to this he researched, developed and tested quantitative tools
to support portfolio management at Macquarie Funds Group. Dan is a Fellow of the Institute of
Actuaries and holds the Investment Management Certificate.
Philip Rose said: “Dan brings a combination of both extensive capital markets and actuarial experience
which will further enhance the analysis, advice and practical solutions that we are able to provide to
our clients.”
Dan Mikulskis said: “From my initial meeting with Redington, the firm's vision was very clear. I feel the
calibre and breadth of experience of the team sets it well apart from peers, and enables the firm to
deliver the depth of analysis for which Redington has become known. It’s exciting and refreshing to be
part of a nimble and innovative organisation that is very well set up to deliver to clients the right
advice and solutions on a broad range of capital markets issues.”
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Note to editors:
About Redington

Redington is an award-winning, independent Investment Consultancy providing strategic advice and
asset and liability management expertise to UK and European pension schemes and insurance
companies. The company employs 45 people and has over £230bn in assets under consulting with a
client base including many of the UK’s largest DB pension schemes.
Redington is the market leader in “fusion consulting”, combining capital markets and investment
banking experience with traditional actuarial analysis and consulting - effectively harnessing the
technology of investment banks and asset managers to provide clients with a wide range of
solutions. The Company was founded in 2006 by two ex-investment bankers, Dawid Konotey-Ahulu
and Robert Gardner, formerly of Merrill Lynch where they spent many years advising on risk
management strategies for their clients and, in 2003, devised and implemented the first full LDI risk
management transaction by a pension fund, Friends Provident Pension Scheme.
Redington is a huge advocate of social media and web 3.0 and how it can be used to bring about
innovation and collaboration in the pensions community. In December 2009 it launched
and spun off mallowstreet.com, a targeted community that brings pension fund decision makers and
product providers together in a unique way, both on-line and in-person.
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